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Abst ract - -The  so-called Butzer problem had been a challenge to the approximation community 
for decades until its first constructive solution was given by Cao and Gonska t the end of the 1980s. 
Butzex's original problem can be turned into a "strong form", namely apointwise one. In the present 
note, we characterize, among other things, and in an easy way, certain operators which solve Butzer's 
problem in this strong and most demanding version. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND H ISTORICAL  NOTES 
At the 1980 Budapest conference, Butzer [1] posed the following problem, which he said ". . .  has 
probably been part of the mathematical folklore for some generations . . . "  (see also [2]). 
PROBLEM 1. BUTZER'S PROBLEM. 
Can one construct a triangular matrix of distinct nodes 
$% 
{xk,n}k=o, (n e No, 0 _< xk,n <_ 1), 
n and a triangular matrix of positive fundamental functions {~bk,n}k=o defined on I = 
[0, 1], such that the linear summator operators 
n 
L,~(f, x) := Z f (x~,n) ~pk,,~(x), f E C(I), (1) 
k=O 
give algebraic polynomials of degree n, and satisfy 
I I L j  -/ l ie(z) = O (n-~), (2) 
provided f E Lip2(a,C ), 0 < a < 2, i.e., w2(f,6)c(z) < C "/fa? 
Recall that under the same hypotheses, the Bernstein polynomials approximate f 
only with order O(n-a/2). 
*On leave from the Department of Mathematics, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, RO-3400 Cluj-Napoca, 
Romania. 
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Another elated problem that can be raised is the following problem. 
PROBLEM 2. 
Given a triangular matrix of distinct nodes 
2: n { ~,,,}k=O, (n ~ No, 0 < x~,,, <_ 1), 
can one construct a triangular matrix of positive fundamental functions {~bk,,,}~=o de- 
fined on I, such that the linear summator operators 
L,,(f,x) := Z /(Xk,,,)d~k,,,(X), f E C(I), 
k=O 
give algebraic polynomials of degree n, and satisfy 
ILL,,/-/lie(z) = O(n- " ) ,  
provided f E Lip2(a, C), 0 < a _< 2? 
The first solution to Butzer's problem (positive linear form) was given by Cao and Gonska in 
1989 [3]; others followed in [4,5]. Later, other authors also gave solutions to Butzer's problem 
using methods imilar to those in [3]; see, e.g., [6,7]. Furthermore, in [4], Cat) and Gonska 
also constructed, via the Boolean sum approach, linear polynomial operators satisfying DeVore- 
Gopengauz inequalities, namely 
,L,,(f;x)- f(z), <_coJ2 (f; ~ )  , (3) 
for all f E C(I) and all x E I, with the constant c independent of f, n, 3, and x. 
Since the Boolean sum of two positive linear operators is not a positive linear operator in 
general, Gonska and Zhou in [8] formulated the following problem. 
PROBLEM 3. 
Do there exist positive linear operators L,, : C(I) --* l-I,, such that for all f E C(I) and 
all x E I, one has 
,L,,(f;x)- f(x), < co;2 (f; x(l~n-X) ) , 
with the constant c independent of f, n, and x? 
Recently Gavrea [9] constructed nondiscrete positive linear operators atisfying (3); thus, he 
completely solved Problem 3. 
Combining Problems 1and 3 leads to the question whether there xist discretely defined positive 
linear operators atisfying (3). We will call this new problem the strong form of Butzer~s 
problem. In [10], we gave the first solution to it, and we generalized it in [11]. In the latter 
paper, we also constructed for the first time positive linear operators with equidistant nodes 
solving Butzer's problem (Problem 1). Moreover, in [12, Theorem 5], we constructed operators 
which provide the first solution to Butzer's problem for positive linear operators with equidistant 
nodes, and satisfying estimates in terms of ~o~ only. 
In the present paper, we will characterize the solutions to Problems 1, 2, and to the "strong 
form of Butzer's problem". We mention here that c will always denote a numerical constant 
independent ofother quantities in question, unless otherwise indicated. 
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2. CHARACTERIZAT ION OF  THE SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEM 1 
THEOREM 1. Let L .  : C(I)  --* H.  be a sequence of positive//near operators of the form (1). 
The operators L .  verify Butzer's problem if and only if they satisfy the conditions 
c 
I lL .e, -  e, lJ <_ ~,  i = 0, i,2, (4) 
with the positive constant c independent of n. 
PROOF. In order to prove the sufficiency, we use the following result established by Gonska and 
Kovacheva in [13]. 
THEOREM 2. I f  L : C[a, b] --* C[a, b] is a positive//near operator, then for f E C[a, b], x E [a, b], 
and each 0 < h <_ 1~2(b-a) ,  the following holds: 
2 
[(Lf)(x) - f (x ) [  _< [(Leo)(X) - 11 • [IfH + ~" [(L (el -x ) ) (x ) [ .  wi(f; h) 
[3((Leo z)+l) 3 3 
+ +~l (Leo) (x ) - l [+~-~' [ (L (e l -x ) ) (x ) l  (5) 
3 . (L (e l _x )2) (x ) ] .w2( f ;h ) .  
From (5), we ~mmediately obtain 
I I L , / -  YH <- [ILneo - eoH" [if If + 2 .  IlL, el - e l .  L ,  eol[- wl(f;  h) 
+ (Lneo + 1) + ~ IILneo - I I I  + • IlL,el - et-Lneoll (6) 
3 . HLne 2 _ 2el. Lnel + e2. LneoH] • w2(f; h). 
From conditions (4), we obtain that 
IILnel - et " Lneoll = IILnel - el + el (1 - Lneo)ll < IILnel - el[I + IILneo - 111 < c 
- -  _ n2 ~ 
c 
Lneo + 1 ~_ 2 + -~, 
and 
IlL.e2 - 2el. Lnel + e2. Lneo[[ = IlL.e2 - e2 + e2 (Lneo - 1) + 2el(el - Lnel)H 
<_ IlL.e2-e211 + IIL.eo- 111 + 2 [IL.e - elll __ 
Choosing h = 1In for n > 1 in (6), and taking into account the latter inequalities, yields 
o 
IIL.I - fll < ~"  Ilfll + -n "WI f; "~- 12 "0./2 f; . 
The previous inequality imp//es that, for f E Lipz(a, C), 0 < a < 2, one has 
I I L . f  - fllc(z) -- O (n-~),  
wh/ch mesns that Ln provides a solution to Butzer's problem. 
In order to prove the necessity, we assume that L .  gives a solution to Butzer's problem, and 
we show that Ln satisaes conditions (4). It is trivial that e~ ~ Lip2(2,C ), i = 0, 1,2. Since Ln 
veriaes Butzer's problem, it followe 
c 
I l L .e , -  e,[I < ~.  (7) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. II 
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3.  ON PROBLEM 2 
THEOREM 3. Let Ln : C(I) -'~ fin be a sequence of positive linear operators of the form (I), 
which give a positive answer to Butzer's problem. Let the partition A n be given by 
An : 0 ~_ x0,n < Xl,n < "'" < xn,n ~_ 1, 
and let its norm be defined by 
IIAnll := max (xk+l,n - x~, . ) .  
k~{0,.. . ,n-1} 
Then there exists a constant c independent ofn, such that 
C 
IIAnll < - .  
n 
PROOF. Let IIAnll = Xi+l,n - -  Xi,n. We consider the function f := (el - (Xi,n + Zi+l,n/2)) 2 E 
Lip2(2, C). It follows 
C 
I I L J - /11-< ~.  
But 




z~,n "" > 4 ' 
it follows 
(Lnf, (:r,.n 2z,+~,n)> HA4H2 (Lneo)(:r,,n ~,+ l .n ) .  
Thus, 
"Anl'2 (Lneo) ( x"n V'+l 'n ) < __c 
- -  n2 ,  
implying IlAnll2/4 < c/n 2, which then gives IIAnll _< c/n. | 
Our next theorem will give neeessaO" mad suttieient conditions for solving Problem 2 subject 
to the additional assumption that all the partitions An include the endpoints. To that end, we 
will consider f E C[0, 1], a partition An of the interval [0,1], 
A n " 0 -~ ~O,n <~ X l ,n  ~ "" " ~ ~n,n  ~- 1, 
and we will denote by SA,,f, the piecewise linear function that interpolates f at the points 
Xk,n~ k ~O, . . . ,n .  
REMARK 4 .  
(i) Several representations forthe operator SAn are known. For the sake of completeness, we 
mention here the following representation given by Popoviciu [14, p. 151] (although we 
will not use any particular epresentation f SA,). For every function f defined at the 
points xk,n, k -- 0, . . . ,  n, there holds 
( s~ j ) (x )  = f (x0,.) + x [x0,n, x~,n; f] 
n 
+ ~ zk,n - x~-2,n (Ix - xk-l ,nl + x - x~-l ,n)  • [x~-2,n, x~- l ,n,  x~,n;/1.  
2 
kffi2 
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(ii) It is known that the operator Szx. preserves linear functions. 
(iii) SLx. is a positive linear operator if and only if X0,n = 0 and Xn,n = 1. In case one of these 
conditions is not satisfied, it is an easy matter to give an example of a positive function f ,  
for which SA.(f ;0) and/or SA.(f; 1) is strictly negative. 
THEOREM 5. Let Ln : C(I) --* 1-In be a sequence of positive linear operators. Then the operators 
£n : C(I) ---, l'I., defined by £n := L .  o Stx., will verify Butzer's problem K and only if the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) IILne~ -ed l  < c /n  2, i -- 0,1,2, 
(ii) [[An[[ < c/n, with the positive constant c independent o[ n. 
PROOF. For sufficiency we use, as in the proof of Theorem 1, the inequality (5) by Gonska and 
Kovacheva. It is enough then to notice that 
' - -  4 ' 
and 
£ne~ = Lnei, i = O, 1. 
In order to show the necessity, we assume that £ .  solves Butzer's problem. Then from Theo- 
rem 3, it follows ]]An]] < c/n. Since £.e~ = Lne~, i = 0,1, from Theorem 1, we obtain 
c 
]]Lne~ - edl < -~, i = o, 1. 
We have 
[[Lne2 - e2][ = [ILn (e2 - S,x. eg.) + £ne2 - e2]] 
__ IIL.~011 I1~11___~" + II~.e~ - e211 
o 
c 
<_ -~ + I1£.e2 - e211. 
But £ .  verifies Butzer's problem, so from Theorem 1, it follows 
c c 
II£ne2- e211-< --n2, implying IlL.e2- e211 _< ~.  
This completes the proof of the theorem. | 
REMARK 6. For solving Problem 2 (subject o the additional assumptions X0,n = 0 and Xl,n = 1), 
X n it is necessary and sufficient o have the triangular matrix { k,n}kffi0 given such that I]A.[] _ c/n, 
and any sequence of positive linear operators atisfying (4). 
As examples of positive linear operators atisfying (4), we mention here the algebraic polyno- 
mial operators Gra(n) : C[-1,1] ~ IIm(n) investigated by, among others, Cao and Gonska in [4] 
and a series of related papers. 
f~  f(t)  (G.~(.)f) (x) = K~(.)(t,  x) dr, 
l v5- : -~ 
where Km(n)(t, x) : [ -1 ,1 ]  × [ -1 ,1 ]  --* R+ is a positive kernel of the form 
Km(.l(t ,x) = 7 kffil 
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with re(n) E N such that there exist positive constants cl and c2 independent of n, with 
cln < re(n) < c2n. The Pk,m(,=), k = 1,.. .  ,re(n), are the convergence factors and T~(z) = 
cos(k arccosx) is the k th (~eby~iev polynomial of the 1 "t kind. We mention that the kernel 
Kin(n) (t, x) is normalized by the condition 
_[ Km(n) dt = 1. (t, x) 
The operator Gm(,) relative to the interval [0, 1] is written as follows: 
1 
[ f(t).  Km(,o(2t - 1, 2z - 1) (GmC.)S) (x) "~----=t~ tit. (8) 
J 
0 
Gonska and Cao [15] proved the following results: 
Gm(n)eo = eo, 
1 - 2x 
(CinCh) (el - =)) (~) = 2 (1 - P',mC-)), (9) 
2 4 - 2pLm(n) + ~P2,m(n) • 
We will present kernels for which 1 - Pl,m(n) < c~ n2. Then (see [15]) also 1 - P2,m(n) < c/n 2, 
with the constant c independent of n. 
Thus, relations (9) imply that 
c 
I - < 
and 
(G,n(n) (el - =) ' )  (z)  < c-- 
-- n2, 
so conditions (4) are satisfied. 
Kernels Kin(n) for which the corresponding operators Gin(n) have 1 - Pl,m(n) < c/n2 ale, for 
example, 
• Jackson-Matsuoka ernels of order s > 2 (see [16]), 
1P . Ksn-s (t, x) = 1 (s in (nv/2) "~ 2s 
Ao,.(n) "~, ~n( -v~ ) ' 
where v := v(t,x) := arccost - arccosx, t,x E [-1,1], and As,s(n) is a normalizing 
constant, 
• Fej&-Korovkin kernel (see [17]), 
-~ .K . ( t , z )  = - -1  (s in(~r/n+2).cos(n+2_.)v/2~ ~, 
2 n+2\  cosv-cos( /n+2) ) 
where v is as above, v := v(t,z) = arceost - arecosz, 
• Jaekeon-de La ValiSe Ponssin kernel (see [5]), 
~- " K~..-1(t,z) = 2 +cosy .  (sin(nv/2) ~ 4 
2 4n s ~, sin(v/2) ) ' 
with v as above. 
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4. THE STRONG FORM OF BUTZER'S  PROBLEM 
THEOREM 7. Let  Ln : C ( I )  --* Hn be a sequence of positive linear operators of the form (1), 
which solve the strong form of Butzer's problem. Then one has: 
(i) Lnei = ei, i = O, 1, 
(ii) (Lne2) (x)  - z 2 _( 2c(x(1  - x) ) ln  2, 
(iii) xo,n = 0, zn,n = 1, 
(iv) (Xk+l,n -- Xk,n) 2 --~ 2C ((Xk+l,n -}- Xk,n)(2 -- Xk+l,n -- Xk,n))/n 2, k = 0 , . . .  ,n  -- 1. 
PROOF. Cond i t ions  (i) and (ii) are satisf ied, since Ln solve the  s t rong form of  Butzer ' s  p rob lem,  
i.e., (see (3)) 
[Ln( f ;x ) -  f(x)[ <_cw2 ( f ;  x(l~-'--n- Z ) )  , 
for all f E C( I )  and all x E I, with  the  constant  c independent  of  f ,  n, and x. 
We ment ion  here that  constant  e in the lat ter  inequal i ty  is the same with  the one appear ing  
in condi t ions (ii) and  (iv) of  the  theorem.  
F rom the lat ter  inequal ity,  it also follows that  the  operators  L ,  in terpo late  at  the  endpoints ,  
that  is, 
(L , f ) (O)  = f (0 )  and (L J ) (1 )  =/ (1 ) .  
App ly ing  these equal i t ies for the  funct ions 
/o (x )  --- (x - X l ,n )2 . . . .  • (~ - Xn,n) 2, 
and 
fn(:r,) = (fig - X0,n)2 . . . .  • (X -- Xn- l ,n)  2, 
yields the  inequal i t ies 
~2,n " • • • • Xn,n2 = (~0,n -- Xl,n) 2 " • • • " (Z0,n -- Xn,n) 2 " ~I~n,0(0) 
(ZO,n  - -  X l ,n )2  • • • • " (XO,n  - -  Xn,n) 2 , 
and 
(1 - z0, , )2  • . . .  • (1 - Xn_l,n) 2 = (xn, n - x0,n)2 • . . . • (xn,n - J~n-l,n) 2" (~)n,n(1) 
< (x . , .  - ~0 , . )2  • . . .  • (~. , .  - ~ ._ i , . )  2 . 
On the  o ther  hand,  it is tr iv ial  that  
F2 ,n  • • • • • Xn ,n2  ~> (~O,n  - -  Xl ,n)  2 " • • • " (XO,n -- Xn,n) 2 , 
and 
(1 - Zo,n)2 • . . .  • (1 - Xn_ l ,n )  2 )> (F .n ,  n - ~o,n)2  • . . . • ( ; r ,n ,n  - Xn- l ,n)  2 . 
So the  above  re lat ions imp ly  zo,n = O, Zn,n = 1. 
Let  k E (0, . . . .  n - 1} be fixed, and consider  the  funct ion gk(x) := (x - (xk,n + z~+l ,n ) /2 )  2 E 
LIP2(2, C) .  We have 
n ( ) 2 (  + .z  )2  z (1 -x )  
F,k,n "[- ~k÷l,n Xk,n k÷l,n 
Z ~n,i(z) " z i  2 - z -  -- <_2c n2 , 
iffi0 
for every  x e [0, 1]. 
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Taking in the latter inequality z -- (xk,n + Z~+l,n)/2, and taking into account he fact that 
(xi - (xk,n + Zk+l,n)/2) 2 ~_ ( (=k+l ,n  - -  Zk,n)2)/4, we obtain that condition (iv) is verified. | 
REMARK 8. Taking k = 0 and k = n - 1 in inequality (iv) from Theorem 7, we obtain the 
following upper bounds, respectively: 
4c 
Xl ,n  ~ n2 + 2c' 
4c 
1 -- Xn- l ,n < n2 + 2"----"~' 
and Zk+l,n - xk,n < cl/n, k = 1,. . .  ,n - 2, where Cl is a positive constant independent of n. 
REMARK 9. In [11], we constructed certain operators 7~n+s+z, s >_ I fixed, which solve the strong 
form of Butzer's problem. These operators were obtained using arbitrary quadrature formulae 
x--~ n-t-s A of the form f l  f (x)  dz -- 2.~kffil ~k,n+, " f(xk.n+.) + R($) with positive coefficients A~,n+. and 
degrees of exactness _> n + s + 2. From Remark 8, it follows now that, for any sequence of 
quadrature formulae of the type just described, one has 
C2 xx,n+s < ~-~ and 1-xn+s,n+s  < c2 
_ _ n 2 , 
where c2 is a constant independent of n, and the distance between two consecutive nodes <_ cl /n,  
with Cl independent of n. 
THEOREM 10. Let Ln : C(I) --* Hn, n E N be a sequence of positive linear operators which 
preserve linear functions and which satisfy condition (ii) from Theorem 7. Consider partitions of 
the interval [0, 1] of the form 
A n : O~=o,n  <=l ,n  <""  <=n,n  ~ 1 
(so that condition (iii) from Theorem 7 is fulFdled). The operators £n := Ln o SA. solve the 
strong form of Butzer's problem if and only if there exists a constant A independent of n and k, 
such that 
(Xk+l ,n  --  Xk,n) 2 <-- 2A (Xk-t-l,n "~- =k,n) (2 --  =k..I-l,n -- Xk,n) n2 (10) 
holds for k = 0 , . . . ,  n - 1. 
PROOF. From Theorem 7, it is immediate that condition (10) is necessary. 
Assume now that the nodes of An satisfy condition (10). An easy computation yields 
( x -- =k,n) (T,k-l-l,n -- =) <-- 2A X(ln ----T--- x) + n-~'B 
for every = E [0,1], n >_ 1, where the constant B = max(2A 2, [2v~]4). 
With A and B as above, one has 
z .  ((t - =)~; =) = L .  (S~. (e~; t) - t ~) (=) + L .  (it - =Y; =) 
-~2 =(1 - =) B c _< Ln(t(1 - t); x) + ~-~ + 
2A B 
~22 Z(1  - -  Z) < ~T =(1 - =) + ~ + 
c+ 2A B 
_< ~ z(1 - x) -I- ~-~. 
Here in the next to the last step, we used Jen~n's inequality for concave functions. It follows 
then that 
f z ( l=  x) 1 ) 
z . ( ( t -=)~;=)=ok  n~ +~ ' 
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where O is the Landau symbol. Before continuing the proof, we recall the following result given 
by Cao and Gonska [18]. 
LEMMA 11. Let n > 2, re(n) E N, and cn <_ re(n) <_ ~n. Furthermore, let An : C[0, 1] --* Hm(n) 
be a sequence of positive linear operators, satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) An(1, x) = 1, 
(ii) An(t,x) -- AnX, 1 -An  = O(n-2), 
(iii) An((t - x) 2, x) -- O((x(1 - x) /n 2) -I- 1/n4). 
Then we have for f E C[0, 1], 
IA+(f,z)-f(x)l<cw2(f; x(l~n-x)), xE[0 ,1 ] ,  
where A + :-- L ~ An, and L denotes the first degree Lagrange interpolator at 0 and 1. 
Notice that the operators £n satisfy all the requirements of Lemma l l ,  so for every f E C[O, 1], 
I £+, ( f , z ) - f ( z ) l<_cw2( f ;~) ,  x E [0,1] 
holds. Observing that the operators Ln interpolate at 0 and 1, one has £+f  = £nf  for every 
f E C[0, 1], which means that £n also satisfy the DeVore-Gopengauz inequality 
,£n( f , z ) - f (x ) l<_co~2( f ;~) ,  z E [0,1], 
and thus, the operators £n provide a solution for the strong form of Butzer's problem. | 
THEOREM 12. Let An, n E N be a sequence of partitions of the interval [0, 1] of the form 
A n : 0 = X0,n < Xl,n < "'" < Xn,n : 1. 
The necessary and sufBcient condition in order to exist positive linear operators Ln of the form (1) 
which solve the strong form of Butzer's problem is to exist a sequence of partitions of the interval 
[o ,  
6n : 0 = O0,n <~ Ol,n <: "'" <= On,n = 2 ' 
such that 
(i) Z~,n -- sin 2 ak,n, k -- 0 , . . . ,  n, 
(ii) ak+l,n - a~,n ~ c /n ,  k = 0 , . . .  ,n  - 1, 
where c is a constant independent of n and k. 
PROOF. It is obvious that for every x E [0, I], there exists 0 E [0, (~r/2)], such that z -- sin 2 0. It 
follows that there exist partitions 6n such that xle,n = sin 2 ale,n, k -- 0 , . . . ,  n. 
For the sufficiency, we will prove that the nodes xle,n from our theorem satisfy the requirements 
of Theorem 10. 
We write 
- 2 
Ek,n := (Zle+l,n "t- Zle,n) (2 - x le+l ,n  - ~le,n)" 
Then, 
sin z (ale+l,n - ale,n), sin z (0le+l,n + ale,n) 
Ek,n --'-- 1 - co82(ale+1,n - ale,n)" c 082 (ale+l,n "b ale,n)" 
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Since 
sin 2 (0k+l,n + 0k,n) _< 1 - cos 2 (0k+l,n - 0k,n) • cos 2 (0k+l,n + 0k,n), 
we obtain 
e# 
Ek,n < sin 2 (Sk+l,n -- 0k,n) < n~. 
Thus, the requirements (10) of Theorem 10 are satisfied (A = c2/2). 
Consider now a sequence of positive linear operators Ln : C( I )  --, 1-In which satisfy con- 
ditions (i) and (ii) from Theorem 7. Then, from Theorem 10, it follows that the operators 
£n := Ln o Sty, are of the form (1) and solve the strong form of Butzer's problem. (For concrete 
examples of Ln, see Remark 13.) 
We prove now the necessity of our conditions. To that end, we consider a sequence of operators 
Hn : C(1) ~ IIn of the form (1) which verify the strong form of Butzer's problem. From 
Theorem 7, it follows that xo,n = 0, Zn,n = 1. There exist then a a sequence of partitions 
7r 
6 n : 0 = 00, n < Ol,n < "'" < On,n = 2 '  
such that zk,n = sin s Ok,n, k = 0 , . . . ,  n. Since the operators Hn solve the strong form of Butzer's 




1 - cos  2 (0k+l ,  n --  Ok,n).  cos  2 (Ok+l, n -]- Ok,n) ~ 1 - cos 4 (Ok+l, n q- Ok,n) , k = 0 , . . . ,  n - 1, 
we obtain 
s in  2 (Okq-l,n -- Ok,n)" s in  2 (Ok..I-l,n "}- Ok,n) > s in  2 (Ok+l,n -- Ok,n) 
Ek,n >_ (1 + cos  2 (Ok+l,n + Ok,n))" s in  s (Ok+l,n -t- Ok,n) -- 2 
From the previous inequalities, we get 
sin s (Ok+x,n - Ok,n) < 4A 
- -  n2,  
implying 
Ok+l,n - Ok,n <_ 
n 
Thus, the condition in the theorem is satisfied (c = 7r v/-A). II 
REMARK 13. Positive linear operators Ln : C(1) ---, l-ln satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) from 
Theorem 7 (thus providing also solutions to Problem 3) were constructed by Gavrea in [9] and 
the authors in [10,11]. 
It is known that it is impossible to construct a sequence of operators of the form (1) with 
equidistant nodes which verify the strong form of Butzer's problem (see [18,19]). Our next 
theorem shows that for every 6 E (0, (1/2)) fixed, there exists a sequence of summator operators, 
such that for every n > No, the nodes of the operators in the interval [6,1 - 6] are equidistant, 
and the operators solve the strong form of Butzer's problem. 
THEOREM 14. Let 6 E (0, (1//2)) be fixed. There exists a sequence of sommator operators of the 
form (1) and a fixed natural number No such that the following hold. 
(i) For n < No, the nodes of An are equidistant. 
(ii) For n > No, the nodes in the range [6, 1 - 6] are equidistant. 
(iii) The sequence solves the strong form of Butzer's problera. 
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PROOF. Let No := [1/6] + 1. We may disregard the cases n ~ No, since in these we have the 
Bernstein operators giving 
IB~ (f,~)- f(z)l <_ c.w~ (f; V/~T-L-~v~ ] 
_< c" (Vfn-F 1)2 • w2 (f; ~ )  
(:0+1: _ 'w2 f ;  • 
For n > No, we proceed as follows. Define in := [n6]; then 1 _< in <_ n/2. Furthermore, let An 
be a sequence of partitions of the interval [0,1] of the form 
A n : O~Xo,n ~Xl,n ~ "'" ~ Xn,n-~ 1, 
with 
klr k = 0 , . . .  in, 6-  sin 2 2i':' 
k - in 
zk,n -- 6 + n - -  2~n (1 - 26), k = in + 1 , . . . ,  n - zn, 
1-6+6 sin 2 (k -n+in) I r  k=n- in+l , . . . ,n .  
2in 
In the sequel, we will write i instead of in. 
Notice that zk,n can be written as xk,n = sin 2 Ok,n, Ok,r, = arcsin zv/~-.g,~, k = 0 , . . . ,  n. We will 
show that the requirements of Theorem 12 are satisfied. 
Obviously, 0o,n -- 0, 0n,n = ~r/2. Applying Lagrange's theorem for the function arcsin on the 
interval [Zvf~-~,n, ~ ] ,  we obtain 
1 
Ok+I,,,,- Ok,n = ( ~kV/-~'~,n- XVl'~,n) " ~t~ k, Otk E ( XV/'~'~,n, ~) .  
We distinguish among the following cases: 
Case 1: k =0, . . . , i -  1, 
Case 2: k = i, 
Case 3: k=i+l ,  . . . .  n- i - l ,  
Case 4: k = n - i, 
Case 5: k fn - i+ l , . . . ,n -2 ,  
Case 6: k=n-1 .  
CASE 1. We have 
~r (2k + 1)~r < V~" lr 
x/zk+l,n - ~ = V~. sin ~.  cos 4i - ~ and ak < V~. 
Since (n/i)n>No is a bounded sequence, it follows that there exists a constant cl such that 
Cl 
0k+1,n - Ok,n _~ - - .  
n 
CASE 2. In this case, one has 
~/ 1 and ai < x/T-Z-$. 6 + n ___..__..~ (1 _ 26) _ V/~ < 1 -26  1 
~/X~+I ,n  - -  XVf~g,. = - 2V~ n - 2i 
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Thus, we  obtain 
1 - 26 1 1 
O~+l,n - Oi,n <_ 
2V~ n - 2i v/6" 
Since the sequence n/ (n  - 2i)n>No is bounded,  it follows that there exists a constant c2 such that 
Oi+l,n -- Oi,n <£ C2. 
n 
CASE 3. We have 
1 1 - 26 
~ -  xx/~U'g'n <- n -  2i 2V~ and ak < qT-6 .  
As  in Case 2, there exists a constant c3 such that 
0k+x,n - 0k,~ _< c3. 
n 
CASE 4. 
~/ lr 6 sin2(~r/2i) 
~/Xn-i+l'n--~"~" 1- -6+6 s in2~ - V /~ '~ <- 2X/T-- 6 
It follows 
6 sin2(Ir/2i) . 1 
On_i+l, n - 0n_i, n <~ 2 4-z-$ x/6 
Thus, there exists a constant e4 such that 
On-i+l,n On-i,n ~_ c4 
n 
CASE 5. 
6 { (k + 1 - n + i)~r (k - n + i)Ir~ 
-- ~ < 2V/~" ~ " ~s in2 ,. _ s in  2 
- 2i 2i J 
6 Ir (2k - 2n + 2i + 1)It 
= 2x/1 - 6 "sin ~.  sin 2i 
It follows that 
6 Ir (2n - 2k - 1)~r 1 
Ok+l'n -- Ok'n ---~ 2 ~ "  sin ~.  sin 2i ~/6 cos2( (k  -~ 1 - n + i ) I r /2 i )  ' 
implying 
6 ~r (2n - 2k - 1)It 1 
Ük+l,n - Ok,n _< 2 ~ "  sin ~.  sin 2i " V~ sin((n - k - 1)1r/2i)" 
Due to the choice of k, we have 
sin (2n - 2k - 1 )~ 1 31r 
2i s in ( (n  - k - 1 )~/2 i )  -< -2-" 
The previous two inequalities imply 
Ok+l, n -- Ok, n <~ . ~ * ~ •  2i 2 
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Since (n/i)n>No is bounded, it follows once more that there exists an absolute constant c5 such 
that 
0~+1,. - 0k,. < c5. 
n 
CASE 6. In this case, we have 
• 2 ~" 7r 2 
x. ,~ - z~_x,~ = 6.  sm ~ < 6.  ~-~. 
On the other hand, 
Zn,n - -Xn- l ,n  = 1 - - s in2On- l ,n=eOS2On- l ,n=S in2(~- -On- l ,n ) .  
But sin2(lr/2 - On-l,n) >_ 4/~r 2" 0r/2 - On-l,n) 2. It  thus follows that (7r/2 - 0n_l,n) 2 ~ 6.7r4/16i 2, 
hence, 8n,n - On-l,n <_ V~" lr2/4i. Again, using the fact that (n/i)n>No is bounded, it follows 
that there exists an absolute constant ce such that 
On,n 0,~-1,. <_ ce 
n 
Writing now c := maxiffil ..... e c~, we obtain 
c 
Ok+l,n - Ok,n _< - ,  k = 0 , . . . ,  n - 1. 
n 
Recall what we did: we showed that for all n > No (a number related to 6), there is a constant c 
independent of n (and k) such that for all the cases in question, we have 
C 
0k+l,.  - 0~,. < - .  
n 
The sequence of partitions An, n > No, thus satisfies the assumptions given in Theorem 12, so 
that the proof of Theorem 14 is complete. II 
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